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The Retail hospitality segment is one of the most rapidly evolving commercial 
environments across Australia today. Whether you’re opening a new restaurant or café 
or refurbishing an existing venue, we have the perfect retail hospitality solutions for 
you at Workspace Commercial Furniture. Workspace provides high quality retail 
hospitality furniture solutions for restaurants, cafes, hotels, clubs, bards and functions 
venues throughout Australia. 

From high quality table tops and bases, to chairs, stools and booth seating we have it 
all for a complete design solution. We can customise booth seating and joinery 
solutions built to your individual needs and specifications. Whether your dining options 
range from indoors or alfresco, we have a wide range of furniture to suit all occasions 
and even a wide range of water proof outdoor furniture designed to cope with the 
ever-changing weather conditions. Our retail hospitality furniture is designed for 
maximum wear and tear use within public spaces and so café and retail owns can be 
rest assured that furniture solutions from Workspace will provide maximum comfort to 
your patrons and durability for regular use. 

Workspace not only provides an extensive range of seating and dining options but can 
also design customised solutions to match the unique theme of your venue. As a proud 
Australian owned and operated business, we offer a complete end to end service from 
initial concept, to design, to manufacturing and we even deliver and install! Like many 
cafes and restaurants, we are an Australian owned and manufacturing business, 
allowing us to build and strengthen relationships between ourselves, suppliers and 
clients.  Take advantage of our over 100 years of service and experience and rest 
assured that we will create a solution that is perfect for you and your venue! 

With a wide range of office furniture, we also specialise in hospitality accommodation 
and office spaces including reception and visitor areas, task and executive chairs, 
meeting and board room tables and even back of house cabinetry! Workspace 
guarantee the highest quality product meeting Australian manufacturing standards 
every time. 

Not sure where to start? Our friendly team can help you through the entire project 
design process from initial consultation and design concepts through to quotation and 
installation. We can help you create a look and feel that is perfect for your venue and 
most importantly one you are happy with! Check out our show rooms across the nation 
where our staff can take you through our extensive retail hospitality range as well as all 
other commercial furniture you may require for your venue. 

R E T A I L  H O S P I T A L I T Y  S E C T O R
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The Bora Chair is sleek and contemporary in design and features a matt 
finish, recyclable resin body and frame. This UV resistant chair can be 
stacked in groups of 8 and is suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Orange, 
Green and Purple colours available via indent with a minimum order quantity 
of 300 pieces per colour.

BORA

Range Options Features

4 Leg Chair With or without arms
Multiple Colour Options

2 Year Warranty
Full Injection Mould
Factory Tested to 110kg
Non-slip rubber feet
UV Stabilised
Reinforced with fibreglass

The Bit Chair is sleek and contemporary in design and features a matt finish, 
recyclable resin body and frame. This UV resistant chair can be stacked in 
groups of 8 and is suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

BIT

Range Options Features

4 Leg Chair Multiple Colour Options 2 Year Warranty
Full Injection Mould
Factory Tested to 110kg
Non-slip rubber feet
UV Stabilised
Reinforced with fibreglass

The Net Chair is both sleek and contemporary in design, featuring a matt 
finish recyclable resin body and frame. This UV resistant armchair features a 
fully injected mold and non slip rubber feet. The Net Chair can be stacked in 
groups of 4 and is suitable for indoor and outdoor use. 

NET

Range Options Features

4 Leg Chair
4 Leg Relax Chair

Multiple Colour Options
With or Without Seat Pad
Net Relax is a larger option with 
W 670mm and H 865mm

2 Year Warranty
Full Injection Mould
Factory Tested to 110kg
Non-slip rubber feet
UV Stabilised
Reinforced with fibreglass
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AIR

Range Options Features

4 Leg Chair
4 Leg XL Chair

Multiple colours
Indoor/Outdoor use
Replaceable feet

UV stabilised polypropylene reinforced 
with glass fibre
Supplied assembled
Weather resistant
CATAS Tested

If you’re after an extra strong, heavy duty chair, the Diva Chair is the one for 
you. Engineered for maximum strength and lasting durability, the Diva Chair 
will deliver a clean and fresh look for your venue with it’s simple appeal. 
Reinforced with glass fibre and packed with UV stabiliser, this chair will last 
for many years even in Australia’s harsh outdoors. It will not go brittle or 
fade in colour. Perfect choice for high traffic venues such as busy cafes, 
restaurants, food courts and airports, or heavy use venues such as 
retirement or aged care facilities.

DIVA

Range Options Features

4 Leg Chair Multiple Colours
Indoor / Outdoor Use
Replaceable Feet
Drainage Hole

UV Stabilised polypropylene reinforced 
with glass fibre
Supplied assembled
Weather resistant
CATAS Tested

The Cage chair is contemporary in design. This sturdy product features 
reinforced welds and screw in foot caps. This chair- is recommended for 
both indoor and semi outdoor use with an optional outdoor seat pad. Other 
colours available via indent.

CAGE

Range Options Features

Sled Base Chair 1 Year Warranty
Reinforced welds
Screw in foot caps
Matching Stool
Outdoor Foam
Velcro connectors

Black or White
With or without seat pad
Vinyl or supoly fabric pad

The Air Chair by Siesta is no ordinary plastic chair. It’s extraordinary strength 
is due to the entire chair being one-piece injection moulded polypropylene, 
the legs reinforced with glass fibre for even more stability. The plastic is 
packed with UV stabiliser, so this chair will not fade or go brittle even in the 
sunniest weather conditions. Siesta’s Air Chair is built to last in busy 
commercial venues, indoor or outdoor.
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Cross stacking chair is produced with a single injection of polypropylene 
reinforced with glass fibre obtained by means of the latest generation of air 
moulding technology with neutral tones. For indoor and outdoor use.

CROSS

Range Options Features

4 Leg Chair Multiple colours
Indoor/Outdoor use

UV stabilised polypropylene reinforced 
with glass fibre
Supplied assembled
Weather resistant
Glass fibre reinfored

Victor stacking chair is produced with a single injection of polypropylene 
reinforced with glass fibre obtained by means of the latest generation of air 
moulding technology with neutral tones. For indoor and outdoor use.

VICTOR

Range Options Features

Multiple Colours
Indoor / Outdoor Use
With or Without Arms
Transparent Finish

UV Stabilised polypropylene 
reinforced with glass fibre
Suppplied assembled
Weather resistant

The Sky Chair by Siesta is no ordinary plastic chair. It’s extraordinary
strength is due to the entire chair being one-piece injection moulded
polypropylene, the legs reinforced with glass fibre for even more stability.
The plastic is packed with UV stabiliser, so this chair will not fade or go
brittle even in the sunniest weather conditions. Siesta’s Sky Chair is built to
last in busy commercial venues, indoor or outdoor.

SKY

Range Options Features

4 Leg Chair Multiple Colours
Indoor / Outdoor Use

Polypropylene reinforced with glass fibre
5 Year structural warranty
Suppplied assembled
Weather resistant
UV Stabilised
Will not fade under direct sunlight
Supplied unassembled - Assembly required

4 Leg Chair
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Cross stacking chair is produced with a single injection of polypropylene 
reinforced with glass fibre obtained by means of the latest generation of air 
moulding technology with neutral tones. For indoor and outdoor use.

IBIZA

Range Options Features

4 Leg Chair With arms
Resin Wicker colour options; 
White, Chocolate or Anthracite
Indoor / Outdoor use
Replaceable feet

UV stabilised polypropylene reinforced 
with glass fibre
Supplied assembled
Weather resistant
Glass fibre reinfored
CATAS Tested

The Capri Armchair is an injection moulded resin chair, the non-metalic 
frame will never unravel, rust or decay, with rattan look seat and back. 
Reinforced with glass fibre to strengthen the legs and boost the weight 
capacity. The Capri Armchair is stackable, designed for outdoor use, UV 
stable and weather proof, it will not fade or go brittle in Australia’s harsh 
outdoor conditions. Strong yet lightweight, this chair will add class to your 
venue. It’s sleek profile is pleasant to the eye so this chair is as charming as 
it is functional. Very easy to clean, just hose it down.

CAPRI

Range Options Features

4 Leg Chair With or without arms
Plus size available
Multiple Colours
Indoor / Outdoor Use
Replaceable feet

Polypropylene reinforced with glass fibre
5 Year structural warranty
Suppplied assembled
Weather resistant
UV Stabilised
Will not fade under direct sunlight
CATAS Tested

The Panama Armchair is an injection moulded resin chair, the non-metalic
frame will never unravel, rust or decay, with rattan look seat and back.
Reinforced with glass fibre to strengthen the legs and boost the weight
capacity. The Panama Armchair is stackable, designed for outdoor use, UV
stable and weather proof, it will not fade or go brittle in Australia’s harsh
outdoor conditions. Strong yet lightweight, this chair will add class to your
venue. It’s sleek profile is pleasant to the eye so this chair is as charming as
it is functional. Very easy to clean, just hose it down.

PANAMA

Range Options Features

4 Leg Chair Multiple Colour options in 
resin wicker
Indoor / Outdoor Use
Replaceable feet

Polypropylene reinforced with glass fibre
5 Year structural warranty
Suppplied assembled
Weather resistant
UV Stabilised
Will not fade under direct sunlight
CATAS Tested
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Quest Chair is a classic outdoor chair that’s built to last. The arms and legs 
are in line making for a more stable chair in aged care environments. This 
chair is also lightweight and stackable allowing for easy reconfiguration when 
required. Quest Chair is the practical yet stylish choice for an outdoor area.

QUEST

Options Features

Aluminimum internal frame
Loose seat cushion available
Suited to aged care requirements
3 Years Warranty

Range

4 Leg Chair Outdoor Use
Black or Chocolate wicker
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INTERIOR CHAIRS
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Sleek and modern design, suitable for any commercial and lounge bar
space. Minimalistic and elegant lines give these chairs a timeless piece
of design. Combination of non-upholstered and upholstered veneer and
huge variations of fabric and leathers give these chairs a more comfort and
elegant look.

FELIX

Range Options Features

4 Leg Chair Ply or Vinyl Seat
White, Black or custom 
Powdercoat Frame
Lancaster Oak or Chocolate Stain
Indoor commercial use only

Seat is moulded ply seat
Solid Timber Legs
Chair comes flat packed (can be 
supplied assembled at extra cost)

Sleek and modern design, suitable for any commercial and lounge bar
space. Minimalistic and elegant lines give these chairs a timeless piece
of design. Combination of non-upholstered and upholstered veneer and
huge variations of fabric and leathers give these chairs a more comfort and
elegant look. 

IRUN

Range Options Features

4 Leg Chair Ply or Fabric seat pad
Multiple vinyl or fabric options
Oak or walnut veneer options

Indoor commercial use
Tube D16mm
Steel gauge 2mm

The Princess chair and stool is a classic style that provides both comfort to relax 
or entertain. This product is made from solid European Beechwood for long lasting 
durability and sturdiness. The prime features of the Princess is the skilful moulding 
and shaping of the wet wood, forming a signature curved shape. and stool have the 
unique fi ligree embossing located on the seat. 

PRINCESS

Range Options Features

4 Leg Chair With or without arms
With or without seat pad
Multiple vinyl, leather or fabric seat 
pad options
Multiple chair stain options

2 year warranty on chairs
1 year warranty on seat pad
Product is supplied assembled only
High density foam 
Commercial grade vinyl rub tested 100,000
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The Rialto chair and stool are modern in design and packed with comfort. 
Made from American Oak solidwood and veneer, this product features clear 
staining that protects and accentuates the natural grain of the American Oak. 
Both the chair and stool are recommended for indoor use and are not
stackable. 

RIALTO

Range Options Features

4 Leg Chair Multiple frame stain options
With or without seat and 
back pads
Vinyl, Leather, Fabric pad 
options

Highly Durable
Commercial Vinyl rub tested 100,000
Seat thickness 15mm, 
back thickness 13mm
Foot glides attached
High density foam seat
Alum. footrail protector
FIAA care label #3
1 year warranty

The Albury arm chair features a fully upholstered shell with a high density 
foam seat. There are a range of interchangeable frames available within this 
design. (Albury 4 leg pictured)

ALBURY

Range Options Features

4 Leg Chair
4 Leg slim no arms

Options of frame and upholstery 
Vinyl, Leather, Fabric options
Coppoer, black brass or brushed 
brass frame options
Multiple timber stain finishes

Martindale rub test: (ISO 12947-
2,12kpa) 72,000 cycles
Fiaa care label #3
Fire rated - Tested for As1530.3
High density foam seat
Reinforced welds top cross bars
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GLOVE 
The Glove chair is light and elegant in all its forms. The 
perforated backrest allows the user to remain cool and comfortable. 
The generous proportions and structure of the chair lend 
themselves to sustained periods of relaxation. The Glove chair, 
with its pure and simple lines, has been designed to be versatile. 
The ability to have single or combined colour options  provides the 
designer with various possibilities.

Range FeaturesOptions

4 Leg Wooden Base Black, White & custom colour shell
Clear, custom stain, custom paint 
colour leg finish
Upholstered seat pad only
Fully upholstered with back zip detail
Custom upholstery options

Anti-sliding glides
Moulded foam seat
Perforated polypropylene seat

A-SLIM
A-Slim Chair – a fresh evolution of the A-Series range, designed and 
manufactured exclusively by Workspace. A-Slim draws its design inspiration 
from the hugely successful A-Series range. Maintaining its straight lines, 
softened corners and visually striking white ash frame, A-Slim comprises a slim 
frame and seat profile, bolstered by the introduction of an aesthetically 
complementary and functional steel footrest. A-Slim provides the design 
without compromising on comfort and durability. Visually appealing and at the 
heights of comfort, A-Slim delivers a smaller footprint than previous ranges. 
Crafted to incorporate continuous upholstery seating, and with the freedom for 
fabric and timber stain colours at your specification. A-Slim is the ideal modern 
seating solution for commercial environments, and specialty areas including 
education, hospitality, aged care, health and domestic.

4 Leg Base Clear varnish, stained or painted leg finish
Black or custom powder coat finish
Custom upholstery options

Solid ash timber frames with 
mortise and tenon joinery
Moulded ply monoshell
Steel Brace

Range FeaturesOptions

The Smith chair is current in design with an industrial twist. From the strong 
minimalist frame to the sturdy seat pad the Smith Chair is ideal for those 
situations of longevity. With a range of upholstery and stain options available 
the Smith Chair can be fully customisable to fit any space. 

SMITH

Range Options

4 Leg Chair With or without seat pad
Natural, Beech or Walnut Frame
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OSCAR

Range FeaturesOptions
4 Leg Base Optional upholstered backrest

Custom upholstery options for seat
Clear or custom stain finish options
Two tone fabric option available

American white ash frame

FLOW

Range FeaturesOptions
Sled Base
Timber 4 Leg Base

With or without horizontal ribs
Timber leg or chrome frame
Custom upholstery options

Stackable up to 5 high
Nylon glides
Waterfall seat front
One piece laminated ply 
seat and back

WES
The Wes Chair is a beautifully crafted timber chair with delicate curves and 
precision joinery that make it as much a piece of art as a functioning seat. Its 
premium leather and quality upholstery is a true comfort to sit on and this is 
only heightened by the flowing curves of the back and arm rests. Small 
details such as the tapered finger joints through the back rest and 
transitions between the legs and the arms are highlighted by the stunning 
grain in the timber. This chair is a fantastic feature for any hospitality setting. 
Its classic design compliments a large cross section of styles periods. Design 
and functionality at its finest.

4 Leg Base Clear o custom stain finish options
Custom upholstery options for seat

Tapered finger joints
American White Ash Frame

Range FeaturesOptions

The Oscar Chair is a stunning example of beautiful design meeting quality 
craftsmanship to make a product with timeless style and integrity. The new-
est addition the Workspace Commercial furniture hospitality focused range 
of products, the Oscar chair is the perfect fit for restaurants, hotels, bars 
and cafés. It provides a warmth in its visible wood grain textures and leather 
upholstery and delivers comfort through its delicate curves and contours. 
Featuring a solid American White Ash frame (with the option of a natural 
finish or stained to suit) accompanied by custom upholstery and Dunlops 
world class foam padding the Oscar chair will not only withstand the rigours 
of hospitality environments – it will make a design statement while it does it!

Flow Chair, named for its sweeping curves: an ergonomic, 
shapely form designed to please everyone who tries it. It’s not 
just another chair, it’s a piece you can use for its practicality as 
well as to show your sense of design and style. Flow Chair 
complements our existing offerings in visitor and breakout 
seating, and for any other areas where stackable is best. The 
Workspace Flow Chair offers a roomier and more comfortable 
seating experience than most. 
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LUCKY
Lucky is a comfortable multi-purpose chair that is characterized by its formal 
lightness, essential design and exclusive two-colour finish. Qualified by a soft, 
flexible shape that adapts to the body well and follows its movements, the 
single-body structure in polypropylene has a differentiated surface with an 
anti-slip matt finish on the seat and a polished finish on the outside. A 
sophisticated but at the same time functional solution that gives the chair a 
sophisticated, fresh image that is accentuated by painstaking colour matches.
*Note - Some items minimum qty’s apply
*Note - Standard colours Red / Black / White 

Range FeaturesOptions
4 Leg Base
Sled Base

Optional upholstered seat option
With or without arms
Writing pad
Multiple seat and back colours

4 Legged stackable
Chrome frames
Self levelling feet with floor protection
Contrasting finish 
polypropylene seat & back

KOOL
Designed for training and meeting rooms, as well as for breakout areas or 
even as a workstation visitor chair, the Kool chair designed by Josep Lluscà, 
provides dynamism, versatility, youth and joy to modern offices and facilities. 
To enrich the adaptability and personality of this range, an extensive variety 
of chair styles and component options has been created. Kool offers fixed 
chairs with four-legged structure with or without  wheels, swivel chairs and 
beam seating. Its backrest, optional arms, structure and base are available 
in white or black in combination with the poly propylene seat pad available 
in various colours or upholstered in any of the standard range of Workspace 
fabrics. It is also available with a writing tablet and chair linking bracket.

Range FeaturesOptions
4 Leg Base With or without arms

Writing pad
Book rack
Chair link
Multiple seat colours
Upholstered seat option 
Upholstered seat in a range 
of fabrics, leathers or vinyls

Polypropylene glides or castors
Stackable 5 high with or 
without tablet arm
Perforated backrest
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COZY
Designed for the modern office environment and the broad target audience 
the Cozy Chair provides extra comfort and advanced ergonomics. The open 
lumbar area and flexible back allow a user to sit in the most comfortable 
posture. Inner structure of the back cushion follows the body’s natural 
movement and maximized flexibility. The Cozy chair is adaptable to a large 
variety of different leg frames and configurations. Cozy is a perfect chair for 
any work space.

Range

4 Leg chair
4 Star base with castors
4 Leg with castors
Sled base
5 star base with castors
4 star educational with book/
bag tray

BIKA
The Bika chair is a minimal slim line stackable seating option that is a game 
changer for the multi-purpose chair market. It’s seemingly simple 
structure and soft aesthetic disguises a great innovation in design. Bika 
boasts a sleek monocoque frame that is strong, flexible and stylish. The slim 
design, smooth finish and defined lines give it a modern yet inconspicuous 
aesthetic. This frame accommodates interchangeable seat shells in a range 
of colours making it extremely customisable for the end user allowing them 
to exercise their creative needs. The versatile Bika chair is sure to be a 
favourite across a wide range of sectors.

Range FeaturesOptions
4 Leg Base Multiple standard or indent 

colours available 
Polypropylene seat
Polyamide structure frame with 
fiber glass load
Polyethlene stacking stops
Glides
Stackable 7 high

FeaturesOptions

With arms
Without arms
(4 Star base with castors with 
arms only)
Metal Frame or Black 
polypropylene shell
Available in a wide range of 
fabric, leather or vinyl

Inner structure of back cushion fits 
closely to human body curve
Distinctive open lumbar design
Multi functional with different bases 
fits easily into diverse environments
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STRIKE
The Strike Chair by Designer Paolo Scagnellato for Cerantola is aptly named 
due to its striking angular features. Each element and feature has been 
considered and optimised for comfort, performance and style. Its perforated 
backrest, folded origami like seat, and innovative frame all make the Strike 
Chair a feature product that will define any space.

Range FeaturesOptions
Sled Base
4 Leg Base
5 Star on Castor

Black, Grey, White or Red 
Monoshell
Optional upholstered seat

1 piece moulded polypropylene 
seat and back ‘monoshell’
Perforated backrest
11mm chrome plated, welded 
solid steel rod with thermoplastic 
glides
Stackable 6 high

SKYE
The Skye Sled Chair Chrome is a minimal yet functional chair that excels in 
waiting and visitor areas. With its minimal footprint steel rod frame in black 
powdercoat and upholstered ply seat and backrest, it is lightweight and easy 
to stack and store.

Range FeaturesOptions
Sled Base Fully upholstered in wide range of 

fabrics, leathers and vinyls
Black Powder coat as standard
Other powdercoat colours avail-
able on request

Chrome plated, welded steel 
rod frame
Stackable
Ply seat and backrest
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QUADRA
Quadra Chair is a light but strong, stackable chair that will look smart in any 
contemporary office. Made with a bent and welded, chromed frame that has 
extra fixing screws into a laminated beech shell, this range is available in 
several polish and upholstery finishes. Available as a four legged chair, sled 
chair, two stool height options and in partly or fully upholstered versions to 
complete the family, Quadra is the ultimate in versatility. 

Range FeaturesOptions
4 Leg Base
Sled Base

Stackable 8 high
Beech ply shell
Chrome frames
Custom upholstery options

TOM
Tom Chair offers a new and surprising solution for collective seating aimed 
at the Contract sector; a range where the quality comes from the design and 
from the use of top quality materials.Its style is notable for the 
minimalism of its forms and structures and for its lightness of line. An image 
that is particularly suitable for the furniture and decoration needs of public 
facilities like hotels, restaurants, airports. The range includes comfortable 
seats and high or low backed armchairs which, matched with the chairs, give 
an integrated image to the furnished space. In addition to this, in order to 
offer a solution that completes the interior design image of the public space, 
Tom offers footrests for the greater comfort of users.

Range FeaturesOptions
Sled Base High or low back

Available in white or black shell 
with metal frame
Available in a wide range of 
fabrics, leathers or vinyls
Matching ottoman and table 
available 

Upholstered high density foam seat 
& back
Aluminium sheet shell
Anti sliding transparent resin glides

Timber, upholstered front or fully upholstered
Clear, Wenge, Stained, or white 2-pac finishes for 
the ply seat shell
Chromse (Standard) or custom powdercoast 
colour options for the frame
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EXTERIOR STOOLS
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The Bora Stool is sleek and contemporary in design and features a matt 
finish recyclable resin body and frame. This UV resistant stool features non 
slip rubber feet, a fully injected mold that is reinforced using fi breglass. 

BORA STOOL

Range Options Features

4 Leg Stool Multiple Colour Options
Stool Height 650mm or 
750mm

2 Year Warranty
Full Injection Mould
Factory Tested to 110kg
Non-slip rubber feet
UV Stabilised
Reinforced with fibreglass

The Net stool is sleek and contemporary in design and features a matt finish, 
recyclable resin body and frame. These UV resistant stools can be stacked in 
groups of 4 and are suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

NET STOOL

Range Options Features

4 Leg Stool Multiple Colour Options
Stool Height 650mm or 
750mm

2 Year Warranty
Full Injection Mould
Factory Tested to 110kg
Non-slip rubber feet
UV Stabilised
Reinforced with fibreglass

Cross bar stool is produced with a single injection of polypropylene 
reinforced with glass fibre obtained by means of the latest generation of air 
moulding technology with neutral tones. For indoor and outdoor use.

CROSS STOOL

Range Options Features

4 Leg Stool Multiple colours
Indoor/Outdoor use
Stool height 650mm or 
750mm

UV stabilised polypropylene 
reinforced with glass fibre
Supplied assembled
Weather resistant
Glass fibre reinfored
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The Cage stool is contemporary in design. This sturdy product features 
reinforced welds and foot caps. This stool is recommended for both indoor 
and semi outdoor use with an optional seat pad. Other colours available via 
indent.

CAGE STOOL

Range Options Features

Sled Base 
Stool

Black or White
With or without seat pad
Vinyl or supoly fabric pad

1 Year Warranty
Reinforced welds
Screw in foot caps
Matching Chair
Outdoor Foam
Velcro connectors

The Air Barstool by Siesta is no ordinary plastic stool. It’s extraordinary 
strength is due to the entire chair being one-piece injection moulded poly-
propylene, the legs reinforced with glass fibre for even more stability. The 
plastic is packed with UV stabiliser, so this stool will not fade or go brittle 
even in the sunniest weather conditions. Siesta’s Air Barstool is built to last 
in busy commercial venues, indoor or outdoor.

AIR STOOL

Range Options Features

4 Leg Stool Multiple colours
Indoor/Outdoor use
Replaceable feet 
2 Height Options 650mm or 750mm

UV stabilised polypropylene 
reinforced with glass fibre
Supplied assembled
Weather resistant
CATAS Tested

Victor bar stool is produced with a single injection of polypropylene 
reinforced with glass fibre obtained by means of the latest generation of air 
moulding technology with neutral tones. For indoor and outdoor use.

VICTOR STOOL

Range Options Features

4 Leg Stool Multiple Colours
Indoor / Outdoor Use
With or Without Arms
Transparent Finish

UV Stabilised polypropylene 
reinforced with glass fibre
Suppplied assembled
Weather resistant
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INTERIOR STOOLS
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Sleek and modern design, suitable for any commercial and lounge bar space. 
Minimalistic and elegant lines give these chairs a timeless piece of design. 
Combination of non-upholstered and upholstered veneer and huge 
variations of fabric and leathers give these chairs a more comfort and 
elegant look. (Ply chair pictured)

FELIX STOOL

Range Options Features

4 Leg Stool Ply or Vinyl Seat
White, Black or custom 
Powdercoat Frame
Lancaster Oak or Chocolate Stain
Indoor commercial use only

Seat is moulded ply seat
Solid Timber Legs
Stool comes flat packed (can be 
supplied assembled at extra cost)

Sleek and modern design, suitable for any commercial and lounge bar
space. Minimalistic and elegant lines give these chairs a timeless piece
of design. Combination of non-upholstered and upholstered veneer and
huge variations of fabric and leathers give these chairs a more comfort and
elegant look. (Ply stool pictured)

IRUN STOOL

Range Options Features

4 Leg Stool Ply or Fabric seat pad
Multiple vinyl or fabric options
Oak or walnut veneer options

Indoor commercial use only
Tube D16mm
Steel gauge 2mm
1 year warranty

The Princess chair and stool is a classic style that provides both comfort to 
relax or entertain. This product is made from solid European Beechwood for 
long lasting durability and sturdiness. The prime features of the Princess is 
the skilful moulding and shaping of the wet wood, forming a signature curved 
shape. and stool have the unique fi ligree embossing located on the seat. 

PRINCESS STOOL

Range Options Features

4 Leg Chair With or without seat pad
Multiple vinyl, leather or 
fabric seat pad options
Multiple chair stain options

2 year warranty on chairs
1 year warranty on seat pad
Product is supplied assembled only
High density foam 
Commercial grade vinyl rub tested 100,000
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The Rialto chair and stool are modern in design and packed with comfort. 
Made from American Oak solidwood and veneer, this product features clear 
staining that protects and accentuates the natural grain of the American Oak. 
Both the chair and stool are recommended for indoor use and are not
stackable. (Partly upholstered stool pictured)

RIALTO STOOL

Range Options Features

4 Leg Stool Multiple frame stain options
With or without seat and back pads
Vinyl, Leather, Fabric pad options

Highly Durable
Commercial Vinyl rub tested 100,000
Seat thickness 15mm, back thickness 13mm
Foot glides attached
High density foam seat
Alum. footrail protector
FIAA care label #3
1 year warranty

A STOOL
Workspace’s latest in-house designed timber family is simply named A-Series 
after the A-frame form which is carried through the table, chair & stool range. 
The A-series was born of a requirement for a table which can be customised to 
any length requirement and can be supplied knock down if needed; and 
matching chairs which will fit into many different environments and the widest 
range of users. A-Series seeks to return the solution of quality Australian design 
and craftsmanship and delivers an exceptional user experience. The A series 
has been designed in the “super-normal” aesthetic to sit unobtrusively in any 
environment without dominating the space. Using traditional joinery, high 
quality foams and  symmetrical geometry, A-series delivers on style without 
sacrificing comfort, practicality, or quality.

Range FeaturesOptions

A Stool Clear varnish, stained or painted to 
client specification
Black powder coat foot rest finish
Upholstery avaliable in a wide range of 
fabrics, leathers or vinyls

Solid Ash timber frames with mor-
tise and tenon joinery
Moulded ply monoshell
Steel foot rest/brace
Continous upholstery for health-
care environments

The Albury Stool features a fully upholstered shell with a high density foam 
seat. It has reinforced weld points, a polished stainless steel footrail and is 
suitable for indooor use only. The frames are supplied as 2 pieces / carton. 
One frame comes with footrail attached while the other requires the foot
rail to be attached.

ALBURY STOOL

Range Options Features

4 Leg Stool Options of frame and upholstery 
Vinyl, Leather, Fabric options
Coppoer, black brass or brushed 
brass frame options
Multiple timber stain finishes
With or without arms

Martindale rub test: (ISO 12947-2,12kpa) 
72,000 cycles
Fiaa care label #3
Fire rated - Tested for As1530.3
High density foam seat
Taper legs top D40mm, bottom D20mm
Reinforced welds top cross bars
Non return swivel mechanism
Adjustable height 490 - 540mm
Castors D60mm unhood twin wheel no brake
1 year warranty
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The Smith stool is current in design with an industrial twist. From the strong 
minimalist frame to the sturdy seat pad the Smith Chair is ideal for those 
situations of longevity. With a range of upholstery and stain options available 
the Smith Chair can be fully customisable to fit any space. 

SMITH STOOL

Range Options Features

4 Leg Stool With or without seat pad
Natural, Beech or Walnut Frame

Stool not stackable
High pressure laminate back
Commercial grade vinyl seat
Welded powder coated frame
2 Year warranty

LUCKY STOOL
With its dual surface finish and polished chrome frame, The Lucky Stool 
delivers everything it’s younger sibling the Lucky Chair has to offer in style 
and practicality – with the added bonus of a sled stool frame. Its front 
surface is a white matte finish which keeps you in place on the seat, while 
the back surface is a contrasting high gloss finish in white black or red that 
makes the Lucky Stool stand out from the crowd. Lucky Stool also comes 
with the addition of an optional upholstered seat pad for extra comfort.

Range Options

4 Leg Base Seat pad custom upholstery options
With or without arms
Multiple seat and back colours

A-SLIM STOOL
A-Slim Bar Stool – a fresh evolution of the A-Series range, designed and 
manufactured exclusively by Workspace. A-Slim draws its design inspiration 
from the hugely successful A-Series range. Maintaining its straight lines, 
softened corners and visually striking white ash frame, A-Slim comprises a 
slim frame and seat profile, bolstered by the introduction of an 
aesthetically complementary and functional steel footrest. A-Slim provides 
the design without compromising on comfort and durability. Visually 
appealing and at the heights of comfort, A-Slim delivers a smaller footprint 
than previous ranges. Crafted to incorporate continuous upholstery seating, 
and with the freedom for fabric and timber stain colours at your 
specification. A-Slim is the ideal modern seating solution for commercial 
environments, and specialty areas including education, hospitality, health 
and domestic.

RANGE FEATURESOPTIONS
A-Slim Bar Stool
A-Slim Bench Stool

Clear varnish, stained or painted to 
client specification
Black powder coat foot rest finish
Upholstery avaliable in a wide range of 
fabrics, leathers or vinyls

Solid Ash timber frames with 
mortise and tenon joinery
Moulded ply monoshell
Steel foot rest/brace
Continous upholstery for 
healthcare environments

Features

Stackable
Chrome Frames
Self leveling feet with floor protection
Contrasting finish polypropylene seat & back
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ASTERISK BAR STOOL
Sometimes a simple idea evolves into a versatile product range. In this case, 
it was the Asterisk – the little star on your computer keyboard that is used to 
communicate that something is special and deserves extra attention. 
Australian design and manufacturing, optimising a simple attractive 
aesthetic, joined with practicality and comfort. Asterisk Bar Stool is offered in 
powder coated base in your choice of colours and tops in pre-finished board, 
veneer; with seats in your choice of fabric or leather or vinyl. Customise 
Asterisk to suit any style and requirement!

Range Options

Chrome, Black and white or 
custom powder coat base options
Pine Ply or custom upholstered seat 
options

Features
Steel Rod Frame
No slip hard wearing glides

QUADRA STOOL
Quadra Sled Stool is a light but strong, stackable stool that will look smart 
in any situation. Made with a welded, chromed frame that has extra fixing 
screws into a laminated beech shell, these stools are available in several 
polish and upholstery finishes. The quadra is also available as a 4-legged 
chair, or sled chair and in partly or fully upholstered to complete the family. 

Range Options

4 Leg Base
Sled Base

Timber, upholstered front or fully 
upholstered
Beech, Wenge, Stained or white 2-pac 
finishes for the ply seat shell
Chrome (standard) or custom powder 
coat colour options for the frame
High or low stool

Features

5 Star Base
5 Star Base Bar

Stackable 6 high
Floor Protecting Glides
Custom upholstery options
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DANISH BAR STOOL
The Australian bar stool that set the gold standard for timeless furniture 
design. Amongst the most coveted mid-century pieces ever produced, 
Workspace Commercial Furniture (formerly TH Brown) is proud to announce 
the remake of the TH Brown Danish Bar Stool. The first in Workspace’s new 
Origin’s Collection, the Danish Bar Stool unveils a boutique collection with 
commitment to Australian design and manufacturing. In partnership with the 
third generation of TH Brown’s family, we’re bringing this iconic stool into the 
21st century, while enhancing sustainability and durability with all products 
hand finished to the same exacting standards as the originals. Continuing 
Workspace Commercial Furniture’s commitment to craftsmanship each stool 
comes with a ten year warranty, is individually numbered, with a certificate 
of authenticity, and features a range of fine Italian leathers and premium 
timbers.

Range Options
4 Leg Base Light or Dark Ash finish

Multiple fabric options for seat

Features
Original TH Brown Design
Height Adjustable seat swivel
mechanism
White ash solid timber

FLEET STOOL
Fleet Stool is apart of the Fleet family of chairs for prestigious housing 
settings, including mainly the contract sector. Offered in different typological 
versions and in a broad selection of finishes and colours, the armchair, chair, 
lounge armchair and stool allow consistent, harmonious furnishing of 
different areas in a single operation: halls, lounge areas, restaurants, bars, 
waiting rooms, offices and meeting rooms. Environments with different 
needs, resolved with a single style. Qualified with their sober, elegant design, 
the different models combine painstakingly designed constructive details 
with skillful artisan workmanship, which further embellish this product 
characterised by high-level technical performance and innovative 
technological solutions.

Range Options
Sled Base Two height options available

Multiple fabric options available

Features
Internal structure in tubular steel
Base in 12mm Chrome-plated steel wire
Glides
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MARTELLE BAR STOOL
Martelle is the quintessential mid-century Australian bar stool for residential 
and commercial spaces. Workspace Commercial Furniture (formerly TH Brown) is 
proud to be remaking the TH Brown Martelle Bar Stool. The second piece to be 
released in Workspace’s Origins Collection, the Martelle Bar Stool reinforces the 
Origins Collection’s commitment to Australian design and manufacturing. 

Continuing Workspace Commercial Furniture’s commitment to craftsmanship each 
stool comes with a ten year warranty, is individually numbered, with a certificate 
of authenticity, and features a range of fine Italian leathers and premium timbers. 
The versatility of the Martelle is matched only by the ability to customise seat up-
holstery in fabric, stitching and stain colours. These unmistakable pieces are not 
replicas, but a thoughtful evolution of TH Brown’s original vision remade for 2017.

Range Options

4 Leg Base Light or Dark ash finish
Multiple fabric options for seat
Leather seat option

Features
Original TH Brown Design
White Ash Solid Timber

STRIKE STOOL
The Strike Stool by Designer Paolo Scagnellato for Cerantola is aptly named 
due to its striking angular features. Each element and feature has been 
considered and optimised for comfort, performance and style. Its perforated 
backrest, folded origami like seat, and 4 leg frame, all make the Strike Stool a 
feature product that will define any space.

Range
Sled Base

FeaturesOptions
Black, Grey, White or Red 
Monoshell
Optional upholstered seat

1 piece moulded polypropylene seat and back ‘monoshell’
11mm chrome plated, welded solid steel rod with 
thermoplastic glides
Perforated backrest
Stackable 6 high
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LOUNGES / 
OTTOMANS
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The Felix chair is a stunning mid sized lounge brought to you by the 
Workspace Commercial Furniture design team that oozes style and comfort.
This Scandinavian inspired lounge was designed to be robust and versatile 
without compromising the slim contoured lines, warm textures and overall 
comfort making is suitable as diverse range of applications as possible.
All things have been considered and deliberately actualised to provide the 
most appropriate seating

FELIX LOUNGE

Range Options Features

Mid Sized 
Lounge

Clear (Natural) Polish finish
Stained options available 
Multiple upholstery fabric 
options available

Removable seat pat
Solid timber frame
High quality foam and fabric
Scandinavian style
00% designed by Workspace 
Commercial Furniture.

With its subtle curves and high quality materials, our Axis lounge provides 
style, comfort and elegance to any interior. Powder coat the frame to any 
colour; upholster the shell and cushion in contrasting fabric, vinyl or leather 
– or even add coloured accent stitching, and the aesthetic range of Axis will 
definitely surprise.

AXIS LOUNGE

Range Options Features

2 Seater
Chair
Chair with Headrest
Timber 4 Leg
Sled Base

Steel construction
Chrome plated solid steel rod frame
Nylon glides to protect floors
Leather or fabric upholstery
Cushion available in contrasting fabric

Available in a wide range of 
fabrics, leathers or vinyls
(Multiple fabrics may be 
selected for a two tone look)
Chrome or wood frame
Powder coat colours 
available on request
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The Henri Lounge is a stylish compact fully upholstered tub lounge for any 
occasion. With a comfortable seat and back, this chair is ideal for waiting 
rooms, reception areas and foyers. The Henri Lounge is available in a wide 
variety of fabrics making it the smart and stylish choice for your space!

Range Options Features

Single seater Available in a wide range of 
upholstery fabric options

Comfortable tub design
Durable strong Internal Plywood frame
Optimal density seat and back foam (comfort 
that won’t flatten with use)
Fully upholstered

Jak Lounge is our luxurious and long-lasting lounge that is ideal for so many 
applications; from reception and visitor areas to executive offices. Jak offers 
supportive comfort and style, with the assurance that it will stay looking this 
good for a very long time – and it has our 10 year warranty to back that up.
Available in various standard seating formats from arm chair to 3 seater, Jak 
can also be upholstered in fabric, leather or vinyl. You can try the comfort of 
our Jak Lounge at any of our showrooms.

JAK LOUNGE

Range Options Features

Arm Chair
2 Seater Lounge
3 Seater Lounge

Standard – black leather.
Also available in a wide 
range of fabrics, leathers 
or vinyls

Solid Timber (White Oak) Base
Compact, smart styling
Hardwood frame
Elastic webbing for increased comfort

HENRI LOUNGE

TOM LOUNGE

Range Options Features

Low Back
High Back
Single or Double 
seater

White or Black shell & metal 
frame options
Available in a wide range of 
fabrics, leathers or vinyls

Sled base
Upholstered high density foam seat 
& back
Aluminium sheet shell
Anti sliding transparent resin glides

Tom Lounge offers a new and surprising solution for collective seating aimed 
at the Contract universe. A range where the quality comes from the design 
and from the use of top quality materials. Conceived by Francesc Rifé, a 
designer with a high reputation within contract and facilities market, its style 
is notable for the minimalism of its forms and structures and for its 
lightness of line. The range includes comfortable seats and high or low 
backed armchairs which, matched with the chairs, give an integrated image 
to the furnished space. In addition to this, in order to offer a solution that 
completes the interior design image of the public space, Tom offers footrests 
for the greater comfort of users.
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Trent Lounge Chair – The Trent series of chairs originated from a single style, 
the Trent fully-upholstered tub chair. Now the series includes partly
upholstered and upholstered variants, all of which demonstrate the 
upholsterer’s skill in working directly onto the timber frame. The closely 
related Trent Lounge chair is a valuable addition, as is the fluted-upholstery 
version. All Trent Chairs are made from plantation beech timber, which we 
can polish and stain to the colour of your choice, and of course you can 
select from a huge range of fabrics at out showrooms. These comfortable 
but well-proportioned chairs are likely to be your favourites  for many years.

TRENT LOUNGE

Range Options Features

4 Leg Base Clear Polish, Stained or custom 
painted finish

Features solid ash timber frames 
with mortise and tenon joinery
Custom upholstery options

The A-Bench is the newest member of the A-Series range of products 
available from Workspace Commercial Furniture. A-Bench provides another 
element of flexibility to this product family expanding its applications to 
include education, hospitality, retail and health sectors. Once again the 
simple timber “A” frame design coupled with the customisable upholstery 
options makes the A-Bench seamlessly integrate into any environment it 
occupies. Quality materials and construction will see the A Bench provide a 
fantastic seating option for your space well into the future.

A BENCH

Range Options Features

4 Leg Base Clear Polish, Stained or custom 
painted finish

Features solid ash timber frames 
with mortise and tenon joinery
Custom upholstery options

The Seville Ottoman: a name that evokes images of history and elegance, just 
right for this product that is designed and made right here in Australia. We 
revived old techniques for the deeply buttoned upholstery, but used modern 
methods and materials for strength and comfort in the inner frame, and the 
welded stainless steel base.

SEVILLE OTTOMAN

Range Options Features

Long ottoman Two length options available 
Multiple fabric options available 

Timber construction
Welded stainless steel base
Deep button upholstery
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In designing the Hive Ottoman collection of breakout furniture, the aim was 
to create a multi-use range of elements which can be added, taken away, 
expanded or regrouped. Inspiration was drawn from the natural structure of 
a beehive. Each member of the hive is integral and forms part of the 
collective, they also need to leave the hive at times to explore and collect 
resources. Other members come and take their place and when they 
return they once again become part of the collective. This is the idea behind 
Hive; Components can be removed, added, rearranged and grouped to form 
smaller hives or individual units. The hexagonal tables act as the central hub 
of the system and by their design, they naturally encourage collaboration. 
The design of the system also facilitates in minimising the footprint used and 
re-purposing the floor area for different uses. From a user point of view, our 
Hive collection is highly adaptive. With veneered tables and upholstered ot-
tomans in any fabric, vinyl or leather; almost limitless configurations can be 
achieved. Collaborate or socialise in teams or take an ottoman and table for 
yourself. Hive is the perfect solution for waiting areas, casual breakout areas, 
cafés, and educational shared spaces.

HIVE OTTOMAN

Range Options Features

Hive Corner Ottoman
Hive Parallelogram 
Ottoman
Hive Triangle Ottoman
Hive Trapezoid 
Ottoman
Hive Straight
Hive Table

Corner, parallelogram, triangle, 
trapezoid and table options
American white oak or custom 
veneer table finishes
Clear polish or stained table 
finish

100% Australian designed and 
manufactured
Designed in house by Workspace
Many shapes and configurations
Lightweight ottomans
Custom upholstery options

The Cube Ottoman is about as simple and practical as breakout furniture 
gets. This is a staple for breakout areas, waiting rooms and anywhere else it 
is needed. Group the Cube Ottoman with our Round Ottomans and 
occasional tables to create a vibrant and adaptive breakout space.

CUBE OTTOMAN

Range Options Features

4 Feet Base Glides or steel zen feet options Lightweight construction
Custom upholstery options
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Sometimes in a project it’s the final touches that really make a difference. 
Our Round Ottoman is an easy way to liven up a space and add colour and 
shape. The lightweight Round Ottoman is versatile; It can pop out with 
contrast, or sit waiting in the background to be called on when needed.Mix 
and match different sized Round Ottomans with veneer and cube ottomans 
to create a fun, practical space.

ROUND OTTOMAN

Range Options Features

Glide Base FSC Certified timber veneers, finished 
in durable 2 pack lacquer, or brushed 
stainless steel
Stainless steel stub feet option for 
square ottoman
Veneer and cube versions

Nylon Glides
Custom upholstery options
Timber construction
Upholstered over blocks of cfc-free 
urethane foam

The Rectangle Ottoman is about as simple and practical as breakout 
furniture gets. This is a staple for breakout areas, waiting rooms and 
anywhere else it is needed. Group the Rectangle Ottoman with our Round 
or square Ottomans and occasional tables to create a vibrant and adaptive 
breakout space.

RECTANGLE OTTOMAN

Range Options Features

Glide Base
4 Feet Base

FSC Certified timber veneers, finished 
in durable 2 pack lacquer, or brushed 
stainless steel
Stainless steel stub feet option for 
rectangle ottoman
Veneer and cube versions

Nylon Glides
Custom upholstery options
Timber construction
Upholstered over blocks of cfc-free 
urethane foam
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As the name suggests, the Lily Chair takes its form from the gentle sweeping 
curves of a Lily flower. It may or may not be a coincidence, but the shape of 
a Lily is also ideal for a comfortable and elegant seat. Lily Chair is also very 
ergonomic – with a 360 degree rotating base in highly polished chrome, and 
moulded foam backrest – comfort and style are provided in the Lily Chair. In 
the standard black wool felt, Lily Chair makes a statement. It also looks great 
in our range of fabric colours and patterns.

LILY CHAIR

Range Options Features

4 Star Base Black wool felt as standard
Available in  a wide range of fabrics

360 degree swivel base
Moulded foam backrest
Separate seat cushion
Chrome plated base

The Podi family is another of our compact lounge chair families, with its 
contemporary square style perfectly complementing the modern office 
environment. This may be the perfect choice for breakout areas or waiting 
rooms, where size does matter, along with comfort and durability. Podi Club 
can stand alone or compliment Podi one or two seater lounges. Its compact 
design allows Podi Club to fit where other lounges can’t. By intermittently 
placing Podi and Podi club, you can create an adaptive, space efficient 
project. All Podi products can be assembled together to create a perfect 
break out area. 

PODI

Range Options

Podi Club
Podi Ottoman
Podi Arm Chair
Podi Lounge

Podi Club Available in 1 or 2 seater
Podi Arm chair and Lounge available in 1,2 or 3 seater
Podi Ottoman available in square, small rectangle and 
large rectangle sizes
With or without arms
Available in a wide range of fabrics, leathers or vinyls
Multiple fabrics can be chosen for two tone look

Features

Timber Construction
Chrome plated cast zinc feet
Nylon glides to protect floors
Leather or fabric upholstery
Available in contrasting fabrics
Chrome plated cast zinc feet
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The Net Bench is made of uniformly coloured fiberglass 
polypropylene resins with uv additives. This Bench seat features 
a fully injected mold and non slip rubber feet. The Net Bench can 
be stacked in groups of 3 and is suitable for indoor and outdoor 
use.

NET BENCH

Range Options Features

4 Leg Bench Multiple Colour Options
With or without seat pad

2 Year Warranty
Full Injection Mould
Factory Tested to 110kg
Non-slip rubber feet
UV Stabilised
Reinforced with fibreglass

The  Lounge by Siesta is no ordinary plastic chair. It’s extraordinary
strength is due to the entire chair being one-piece injection moulded
polypropylene, the legs reinforced with glass fibre for even more stability.
The plastic is packed with UV stabiliser, so this chair will not fade or go
brittle even in the sunniest weather conditions. Siesta’s Sky Lounge is built
to last in busy commercial venues, indoor or outdoor.

SKY LOUNGE

Range Options Features

4 Leg 
Lounge

Multiple Colours
Indoor / Outdoor Use

Polypropylene reinforced with glass fibre
5 Year structural warranty
Suppplied assembled
Weather resistant
UV Stabilised
Will not fade under direct sunlight
Supplied unassembled - Assembly required
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Tables Exterior

EXTERIOR TABLES
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FLAT® Instant stabilization (SMART SYSTEM) Unique capability to level and 
align tabletops Worldwide patented technology

BONDI PEDASTAL BASE

Range Options Features

4 star Aluminium 1 year warranty
Width: 670mm
Depth: 670mm
Height: 720mm
Cast aluminium with anodised aluminium column
Weather resistant

Our flat technology table bases utilise the FLAT® Instant stabilization (SMART 
SYSTEM). This has a unique capability to level and align tabletops.

COOGEE PEDASTAL BASE

Range Options Features

4 star
Hisit Bar

Aluminium Width: 660mm
Depth: 660mm
Height: 720mm
Weather resistant

Very popular indoor/outdoor table base suitable for use in all commercial 
applications.

SOHO PEDASTAL BASE

Range Options Features

4 star
4 star high
Twin base
Twin bar base

Aluminium or stainless steel 
finish
Replaceable feet

Suitable for indoor and outdoor commercial use
Top plate: Cast aluminium with 8 fastening points
60DIA Aluminium pole
4 x adjustable feet
Supplied unassembled - easy to assemble
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The Maxi Domino coffee table & table feature a square aluminium column 
with rounded corners, a large die cast aluminium 4 foot base & a die cast 
aluminium spider. These products are ideal for indoor/outdoor application & 
can be re-powder coated. (4 Star Folding Pictured)

DOMINO TABLE BASE

Range Options Features

4 Star
4 Star folding
4 Star Bar folding

Silver, Silver metallic and 
Anthracite frame options

2 Year warranty
Reinforced cast aluminium spider 
480 x 480 x 8mm
Column square with rounded edges
Adjustable foot glides
Folding mechanism with handle

The Maxi Domino coffee table & table feature a square aluminium column 
with rounded corners, a large die cast aluminium 4 foot base & a die cast 
aluminium spider. These products are ideal for indoor/outdoor application & 
can be re-powder coated. (4 Star base pictured)

NEMO TABLE BASE

Range Options Features

4 Star
4 Star folding
4 Star Bar 
4 Star Bar folding

Anthracite or white frame
With or without folding 
mechanism

The Siesta Ibiza Legs Medium are produced by the latest generation of air 
moulding technology with a single injection of polypropylene. The Ibiza Legs are 
a matching product to the Resin Rattan Range. These legs are a classy and 
suitable option for any table top within the size range of 70cm x 120cm to 
80cm x 160cm. They are available in either Anthracite, Chocolate or White. They 
are UV stabilised making them a great option for both indoor and outdoor 
commercial environments. Can be disassembled.(Medium base pictured)

IBIZA TABLE BASE

Options Features

Small, Medium & large 
length options
Anthracite, Chocolate and 
White options

Suitable for indoor and outdoor commercial use
Supplied unassembled - easy to assemble
Unit Weight: 8kg, 9kg or 10kg
Only suitable with Siesta Air & Ibiza table tops
UV Stabilised

2 Year warranty
Reinforced cast aluminium spider 450 x 450 x 9mm
Column square with rounded edges
Adjustable foot glides
Folding mechanism with handle

Range

4 Leg Small Table
4 Leg Medium 
Table
4 Leg Large Table
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2 Year warranty
Reinforced cast aluminium spider 
480 x 480 x 8mm
Column square with rounded edges
Adjustable foot glides
Folding mechanism with handle

The Siesta Ibiza Legs Medium are produced by the latest generation of air 
moulding technology with a single injection of polypropylene. The Ibiza 
Legs are a matching product to the Resin Rattan Range. These legs are a 
classy and suitable option for any table top within the size range of 70cm x 
120cm to 80cm x 160cm. They are available in either Anthracite, Chocolate 
or White. They are UV stabilised making them a great option for both indoor 
and outdoor commercial environments. Can be disassembled.(Medium base 
pictured)

STIRLING TABLE BASE

Range Options Features

4 Star
Twin Base

Replaceable feet
Stainless Steel

Suitable for indoor and outdoor commercial use
Supplied unassembled - easy to assemble
Top plate: 304 grade stainless steel with 8 fastening points
60DIA 304 grade stainless steel pole
304 grade stainless steel base
4 x adjustable feet - 1 top adjuster on each base
Unit weight: 6kg

Cross table & drybar feature a colour coated cast iron cross shaped base, 
along with a 50 x 50mm zinc coated steel square column & a cast iron 
spider. These bases are ideal for both indoor & outdoor applications.

CROSS TABLE BASE

Range Options Features

4 Star
4 Star Bar
Hisit Bar

Anthracite or White frame Cast iron spider 480 x 480 x 8mm
Column 50x50mm zinc coated steel
Adjustable foot glides

The Quest Table base is a classive table suited for many 
commercial areas. Featuring a stone top and wicker frame it is the 
perfect balance for outdoor scenarios. The frame comprises of an 
interior aluminium wrapped in synthetic wicker. Combined with the 
Quest matching chair these items are perfect for hospitality areas. 

QUEST TABLE BASE

Range Options

Square Table 
90mmx90mm
Rectangle Table
900mmx1600mm

Outdoor use
Black or Chocolate Wicker
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INTERIOR TABLES 
& OCCASSIONAL  
FURNITURE
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The Lisboa D700 table is a mild steel base, powdercoat in a semi gloss black 
finish. This base features a straight edge design, 500 x 500 x 20mm spider 
with templated pre-drilled holes that are identical with all spiders. The 60 x 
60mm column has reinforced top & bottom internal connector plates. This 
base is recommended for indoor use and can be powdercoated in a variety 
of colours. 

LISBOA TABLE BASE

Range Options Features

4 Star
Twin Base

Black or Brushes Steel Frame
Multiple height options

Adjustable foot glides

Range

The Prague D540 table is a spun stainless steel base in a brushed satin 
finish. This base features a straight edge profile, 600 x 600 x 20mm spider 
with templated pre-drilled holes that are identical with all spiders. The D76mm 
column has reinforced top & bottom internal connector plates. This base is 
recommended for indoor use & can be powdercoated in a variety of colours.

PRAGUE TABLE BASE

Options Features

Round disc base
Square base
Twin square base

Multiple height options
Brushed stainless steel frame
Round or square column

Adjustable foot glides to 6mm
Base plate with rounded corners

TETRA DISC BASE
Our Tetra Disc Table provides a solution for situations where style and 
economy are not mutually exclusive. With its base in stainless steel or 
polished chrome finish, this table is a perfect fit for commercial breakout 
spaces where maximum space efficiency is required. The heavy 550mm 
diameter base is suited to tables up to 1200mm diameter, or 1000mm 
square, and can be used in pairs under longer tables. Couple a Tetra Disc 
table with a booth or lounge for a simple yet effective breakout setting, or 
use two Tetra Disc bases for a rectangular meeting table.

Range
Round or Square Top
4 Star Base
Disc Base

Options
Brushes stainless steel or chrome plated base options
Powdercoat option also available (minimum qty and 
extended lead times may apply)
Optional 450mm high version (minimum qty and 
extended lead times may apply)
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ASCHAM RANGE TABLES
The Ascham Table has been designed for lightness of visual presentation 
without any reduction in actual physical strength. This has been achieved by 
moving the side rails of traditional tables out of sight under the top, which 
has the added benefit of giving more knee space for diners. This 
contemporary approach, and the unique enclosed end frame feature 
extends to occasional tables in the range, and can be further tailored to 
individual tastes with any one of an extensive range of polish colours. 

RANGE FEATURES

Dining Table
Coffee Table
Side Table

Top is 25mm panels with quarter cut European Beech 
veneer faces and solid timber edging, on a solid timber 
frame of Australian Ash, stained to beech colour and 
polished with 2 pac lacquer for durability.
Longitudinal timber support rails under dining table 
tops prevent distortion.

T2 ALPINE TABLE RANGE

Range
Round, Square or 
Rectangle Top
Boardroom Table

Options
Polished aluminium feet
Powdercoated feet
Chrome or powdercoated column
Wide range of top options – Melamine, 
Veneer or Laminate

Features

The T2 Alpine Round Table is a development of the versatile Tetra table base 
system that maximizes the potential table base configurations and options 
available for any office environment. T2’s arched design and narrow profile 
gives rigidity and strength, with ample room for users’ feet, while the widely 
spaced beams allow plenty of clearance for power modules in table tops. 
T2 features the crisp look of polished aluminium with columns in chrome, or 
your choice of powder coat colour.

Polished cast aluminium foot
Adjustable chrome glide with nylon floor protector
Powdercoated or chrome plated steel column
Powdercoated steel top plate and beam
1, 2, 3 or 4 way foot configurations

BALANCE TABLE RANGE

Range
Round, Square or 
Rectangle Top
Boardroom Table

Options
Centre mounted
Offset mounted
30mm glide
Table connector
Available in our range of melamine, ve-
neer, pre-finished board and laminate

Features

Our Balance Table series is an architecturally designed and inspired Flip-top 
stacking and fixed table line that allows one to quickly set up or rearrange 
multiple room configurations with a single handed operation.
Balance Round Table is designed to give businesses the ability to quickly and 
easily configure a room to meet demands from any user group at any time of 
the working day.

Flip mechanism with single handed control
Twin wheel 75mm castors with lock
High density nesting capability
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BREAK RANGE TABLES
Australian designed and manufactured by Workspace, Break is the perfect 
solution for your workplace break out, dining & occasional needs. The collection 
of square and round tapered timber, three and four leg occasional tables paired 
with your selection of round, square and rectangular tops; provides the ideal 
solution to take a break! Choose from the standard range of American White 
Ash solid timber legs with offset black powder coated bracket, 25mm pre
finished board or veneer top with matching edging. Alternatively, look to 
customise for your own look and feel. Break, exclusive to Workspace the flexible 
range to compliment your space.

Range FeaturesOptions
3 Leg Base
4 Leg Base

Coffee or Dining Table
Round, Square or Rectangle top options
Squared or round tapered legs
Clear or stained polish legs
Black or custom powder coat leg brackets
Pre-finished 25mm board, american white oak, 
optional veneer tops with matching 2mm edge

Sharknose Edge profile as 
standard (dining table only)
Solid timber legs

Flip mechanism with single handed control
Twin wheel 75mm castors with lock
High density nesting capability

KROSS RANGE TABLES 
The Kross Coffee Table is a contemporary table that 
works well in hospitality retail applications. Kross Coffee 
Table has solid oak legs available in a variety of stain 
options making it suitable for any application. It’s a great 
addition to any space!

Range FeaturesOptions
4 Star Base Coffee, Side or Dining 

table options
Clear stain or custom 
stain options
High Bar

Timber legs and veneer top w/ 
2mm solid edge
Pre-finished board
Timber legs stained to match 
pre-finished colours
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VERVE RANGE TABLES
The Verve range of tables has been a staple of the Workspace Commercial
Furniture product offering for many years and it continues to be a customer
favourite. With is solid Tasmanian oak legs and veneer finish the Verve table
makes a striking statement in any space. Verve is well suited to the 
hospitality and aged care sectors with it’s versatility in finishes and it’s strong 
and durable construction.

Range FeaturesOptions
Side Table
Coffee Table
Dining Table

Custom size options
Multiple stain finishes available

Solid oak feature legs
Veneer top with 2mm edge

ASTERISK TABLE 
Sometimes a simple idea evolves into a versatile product range. In this case, 
it was the Asterisk Table – the little star on your computer keyboard that is 
used to communicate that something is special and deserves extra attention. 
Simple yet versatile, Asterisk comes in two table frame sizes and can be 
customised with your choice of top material ranging from 500mm up to 
1200mm diameter and any size in between. Included in the range is the 
Asterisk stool which can be grouped with Asterisk tables to create a fun and 
vibrant breakout space.  Asterisk is offered either chrome plated or powder 
coated base in your choice of colours and tops in pre-finished board, veneer; 
with seats in your choice of fabric or leather or vinyl.

Range FeaturesOptions
5 Star Base
5 Star Base Hi Bar

Small, large or high table
Chrome plated, black/white, or custom 
powder coat base options
Pre-finished board or veneer top options

Steel rod frame
High table bag hook
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A-TABLE

Range FeaturesOptions
A-Table
A-Chair (with or 
without arms)
A-Stool
A-Bench

Square corner (standard)
Radius Edge

Features Solid Ash timber frames with 
mortise and tenon joinery
Customisable length & width on table
Knock down table frame for ease of 
transport

Workspace’s latest in-house designed timber family is simply named A Series 
after the A-frame form which is carried through the table, chair & stool 
range. The A-series was born of a requirement for a table which can be 
customised to any length requirement and can be supplied knock down if 
needed; and matching chairs which will fit into many different 
environments and the widest range of users. A-Series seeks to return the 
solution of quality Australian design and craftsmanship and delivers an 
exceptional user experience. The A series has been designed in the 
“super-normal” aesthetic to sit unobtrusively in any environment without 
dominating the space. Using traditional joinery, high quality foams and  
symmetrical geometry, A-series delivers on style without sacrificing comfort, 
practicality, or quality.

LECCO TABLE 
The Lecco Table is best seen in person, as it constantly changes form as you 
change your viewing angle. The highly polished angular steel base can be 
utilized in a variety of table sizes and shapes. Lecco table can be utilised as 
a side table, a coffee table, or as a waiting area table and fits aesthetically in 
many different situations and finishes.

Range FeaturesOptions
2 L-Shape Sled Base Custom size options

Veneer or melamine top
Polished chrome plated angular 
steel frame
Floor protecting glides
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FUNCTION 
FOLDING TABLES
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FOLDING TABLE
The folding banquest table delux heavy duty is the latest product to drop 
for all functions. The sliding lock mechanism has been developed with 
safety in mind, this unique design gives superior stability, a firm 
locking position, is smooth and easy to operate when folding the 
table. the snap clips hold the folding legs securely flat while the stacking 
support bumpers protect and keep the tables apart when the tables are 
in storage. The Heavy Duty Folding Banquet Table is designed to give 
ultimate stability and durability. the simple aesthetic design makes it 
ideal for institutional commercial usage. This table is second to none and 
comes with and extremely competitive price tag. 

Range
Banquet tables

Features
Sturdy powder coated steel legs
PVC Protective Edging
HMR Melamine Tops

Heavy Duty mobile storage trolleys available
Powder coated black steel frame
Protective Carpeted overlays
Quality durable brake and swivel castors
Security strap with ratchet
Swing away spacer bar

Options

BALANCE FLIP TABLE

Range
Round, Square or 
Rectangle Top
Boardroom Table

Options
Centre mounted
Offset mounted
30mm glide
Table connector
Available in our range of melamine, ve-
neer, pre-finished board and laminate

Features

Our Balance Table series is an architecturally designed and inspired Flip-top 
stacking and fixed table line that allows one to quickly set up or rearrange 
multiple room configurations with a single handed operation.
Balance Round Table is designed to give businesses the ability to quickly and 
easily configure a room to meet demands from any user group at any time of 
the working day.

Flip mechanism with single handed control
Twin wheel 75mm castors with lock
High density nesting capability
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HIGH BARS
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CULTURE  
Breakout areas are well recognised as productive areas of the modern 
workplace, where informal meetings can produce real benefits, so the role 
of breakout furniture itself is worth closer attention.  The raised level of the 
Culture Table promotes standing conversation, over project drawings and 
brewed coffee, or stools can be brought in for longer sessions, still giving 
people the freedom to move about as they wish.

Range FeaturesOptions
4 Leg Base Brushed stainless steel or custom 

powder coat base options
Laminates, melamine, or veneer top 
options
Custom dimension options

Indoor or outdoor suitability
Shadow line
Base cross bar
Adjustable leveling feet

ASCHAM
The Ascham High Table has been designed for lightness of visual presen-
tation without any reduction in actual physical strength. This has been 
achieved by moving the side rails of traditional tables out of sight under the 
top, which has the added benefit of giving more knee space for diners. This 
contemporary approach, and the unique enclosed end frame feature 
extends to occasional tables in the range, and can be further tailored to indi-
vidual tastes with any one of an extensive range of polish colours.

RANGE FEATURES

Dining Table
Coffee Table
Side Table

Top is 25mm panels with quarter cut European Beech veneer 
faces and solid timber edging, on a solid timber frame of 
Australian Ash, stained to beech colour and polished with 2 
pac lacquer for durability.
Longitudinal timber support rails under dining table tops 
prevent distortion.

ASTERISK 
Sometimes a simple idea evolves into a versatile product range. In this case, 
it was the Asterisk Table – the little star on your computer keyboard that is 
used to communicate that something is special and deserves extra attention. 
Simple yet versatile, Asterisk comes in two table frame sizes and can be 
customised with your choice of top material ranging from 500mm up to 
1200mm diameter and any size in between. Included in the range is the 
Asterisk stool which can be grouped with Asterisk tables to create a fun and 
vibrant breakout space. 

Range FeaturesOptions
5 Star Base
5 Star Base Hi Bar

Small, large or high table
Chrome plated, black/white, or custom 
powder coat base options
Pre-finished board or veneer top options

Steel rod frame
High table bag hook
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One of Australia’s most respected manufacturers; Workspace Commercial Furniture 
commenced in 1911 and has continued to revolutionise for over 108 years to meet the 
changing needs of their clients and the market. Workspace is a leader in design and 
manufacture of commercial, educational, hospitality, health and aged care furniture 
specialising in project based solutions.

Workspace has showrooms located in Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, Canberra & 
Brisbane and a 12,500 square metre ISO9001 & ISO14001 certified manufacturing 
facility in South Australia. With over 150 employees, Workspace has the experience and 
capability to undertake projects of any size nationally and internationally.

The company’s strength lies in its end to end service. Here, Workspace controls 
product design and development, planning, local manufacture, right through to 
despatch, freight and installation. Workspace works with its clients to achieve an 
industry leading turnkey service.

WORKSPACE COMMERCIAL FURNITURE

Workspace’s commitment to Australian manufacturing has resulted in partnerships with 
European supply partners that ensure consistent design aesthetic with quality inputs, 
manufacturing and value ad occurring in Australia.
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In addition, Workspace is committed to the promotion of Australian commercial 
furniture design. Through our extensive industry partnerships, Workspace has sought 
to bring the best of Australian design to market. We actively seek to work with 
designers and firms to highlight the design expertise and access to Australian 
manufacturing. In conjunction with external design partners, and coupled with our 
internal product development design team, Workspace is also proud to offer an 
extensive range of AFRDI certified products thus proving strength, durability, stability 
and function.

Workspace is committed to an environmental and sustainable approach and 
understands the importance of continuing to improve their environmental impact. 
Consequently, Workspace endeavours to be an environmentally responsible commercial 
furniture and interiors supplier and currently have an extensive range of furniture that 
meets the markets needs for sustainability.

Workspace is proud of its South Australian heritage and as Australia’s largest diversified 
commercial furniture manufacturer is proactive in ensuring future growth nationally 
and internationally from its base in South Australia.

Workspace operates under strict guidelines and prides the company on the following 
accreditations



          Workspace Sydney 
Unit  4 ,  Harcourt  Estate
809-821 Botany Road

+61 2 9381 2300

Workspace Melbourne
87-89 Queensbridge Street

Southbank VIC 3006
+61 3 9686 1311

Workspace Adelaide
54 Jose Street

Melrose Park SA 5039
+61 8 8374 8900

Workspace Canberra
Unit  4 ,  41-43 Townsvi l le  Street

Fyshwick ACT 2609
+61 2 6280 7708

Workspace Brisbane
Unit  1 ,  36 Doggett  Street

Newstead,  QLD 4006
+61 7 3252 2268

www.workspace.com.au


